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Abstract
This paper examines the interaction between first- and second-order contours in the orientation domain. Using the simultaneous
tilt illusion (TI), we show that the apparent rotation of a vertical test grating away from that of a surrounding inducing grating
(repulsion effect) occurs when both the inducing and test grating are either first- or second-order. Furthermore, a significant
repulsion effect is obtained when a first-order inducing grating surrounds a second-order test. If lateral inhibitory interactions
between populations of orientation selective neurons provides a plausible explanation for orientation repulsion effects [Blakemore,
C. B. Carpenter, R. H. S. & Georgeson, M. A. (1970) Nature, 228, 37–39], it is likely that the cue-invariant mechanisms that
encodes the orientation of first- and second-order contours also exhibit inhibitory interactions. A two-channel computational
model of orientation encoding is presented where one channel encodes only first-order stimuli while the second channel encodes
both first- and second-order contours. In addition to predicting the orientation repulsion effects we observed, the model also
provides a functional account of orientation attraction effects in terms of the responses of populations of orientation-tuned
neurons. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Tilt illusion; Orientation coding; First-order; Second-order interaction
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1. Introduction
Understanding the mechanisms which process visual
contour orientation has long been a fundamental goal
of research in vision science, involving a combination of
psychophysical, neurophysiological and computational
approaches. Coding of oriented contours defined by
different stimulus types is considered to be one of the
fundamental computational tasks executed by the vi-
sual cortex. Neurophysiological studies have revealed
orientation and spatial frequency selectivity of lumi-
nance or colour defined stimuli to be two remarkable
features of early cortical representations of the visual
world (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959, 1962; De Valois, Yund,
& Hepler, 1982). The neurophysiological data, com-
bined with psychophysical studies of orientation, spatial
frequency and contrast perception, have led to various
models of contour detection. These models, often heav-
ily influenced by the concepts of linear systems theory,
promote a multiple channel view of visual processing
(Braddick, Campbell, & Atkinson, 1978; Wilson, 1991).
According to the channel-based view, local linear band-
passed filtering of the retinal image by the visual cortex
is analogous to the execution of a spatial Fourier
analysis of patches of the visual scene (Daugman,
1984).
However, there is accumulating neurophysiological
(Grosof, Shapley, & Hawken, 1993; Zhou & Baker,
1993; Peterhans & von-der-Heydt, 1991; Mareschal &
Baker, 1998) and human psychophysical (Chubb &
Sperling, 1988; Derrington, Badcock, & Henning, 1993;
Lin & Wilson, 1996) evidence for sensitivity to contours
that cannot be accounted for by a linear filter model of
the visual system. Stimuli defined by variations in tex-
ture, contrast or binocular disparity are thought to be
invisible to linear neurons as the average luminance in
the excitatory and inhibitory regions of their receptive
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Fig. 1. Adapted from Mareschal and Baker (1998). (a) The figure on the left shows a luminance-defined (first-order) vertical sinewave grating with
a superimposed cartoon of receptive field that would be sensitive to the orientation and spatial frequency of the grating. The figure on the right
is of a vertical contrast modulated (second-order) sinewave grating formed from a high spatial frequency horizontal first-order carrier grating. The
superimposed cartoon receptive fields show that neurons responsive to the carrier grating are unable to detect the vertical second-order grating.
(b) Hypothetical two-stream model to account for the processing of first- and second-order stimuli.
fields is the same. Cavanagh and Mather (1989) termed
contours of this type ‘second-order’, and those defined
by spatial variations in luminance or colour ‘first-or-
der’. Much of the neurophysiological and psychophysi-
cal data regarding second-order stimuli suggests a
model of the visual system that contains two indepen-
dent, parallel streams for the processing of first- and
second-order stimuli (Chubb & Sperling, 1988; Gra-
ham, Beck, & Sutter, 1992; Wilson, Ferrera, & Yo,
1992; Zhou & Baker, 1993; Mareschal & Baker, 1998;
Clifford & Vaina, 1999; Nishida & Ashida, 2000),
although see Benton, Johnston and McOwan (1997) for
an alternative view.
The experimental stimuli used in studies of second-
order pathways commonly contain a high spatial fre-
quency ‘carrier’ pattern that is modulated by a lower
spatial frequency variation in contrast (Fig. 1a). Ac-
cording to the essential characteristics of the two-path-
way model (Fig. 1b), first-order stimuli are processed
through a conventional linear filtering stage for extrac-
tion of orientation and spatial frequency information.
These filters are thought to be instantiated by the
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receptive fields of simple cells in striate cortex (Lin &
Wilson, 1996) and cover a wide range of orientations,
spatial frequencies and spatial locations. The parallel,
non-linear pathway first receives input from the linear
filtering stage, and then applies a demodulating non-lin-
earity such as rectification or squaring before passing
this information on to a subsequent bank of much
coarser linear filters than those of the first stage (Fig.
1a). The intervening non-linearity has been suggested as
necessary for making the second-order structure of the
image accessible at the second filtering stage (Chubb &
Sperling, 1988) although the exact nature of the non-
linearity is still a matter of some debate (e.g. Sperling,
Chubb, Soloman, & Lu, 1994).
However, the need for a non-linearity in the channel
that detects the second-order structure of an image does
not necessarily imply that independent linear and non-
linear channels are required (Johnston and Clifford,
1995; Taub, Victor, & Conte, 1997; Schofield &
Georgeson, 1999). It is possible that the non-linear
channel alone can also detect first-order signals.
Schofield and Georgeson (1999) present psychophysical
data on the spatial sensitivity and spatial integration of
the visual system’s response to first- and second-order
stimuli suggesting that these stimuli might be processed
by a single mechanism. However, they present much
stronger evidence for the independent processing of
first- and second-order stimuli following the lack of
masking or facilitatory interactions between these stim-
uli at threshold.
Dakin, Williams and Hess (1999) have also recently
addressed the relationship and degree of dependency
between first- and second-stage filters. Their data show
an interaction between first- and second-order stimuli
at threshold, as a subthreshold first-order carrier grat-
ing significantly improves the orientation discrimination
of a second-order contrast modulated envelope. They
further report that the perceived orientation of a verti-
cally oriented contrast modulated envelope depends
upon the relative orientation of a first-order sinewave
grating, apparently tilting away from the orientation of
the carrier grating. However, a vertically oriented first-
order carrier grating appeared attracted towards the
orientation of a (second-order) contrast envelope.
While the apparent attraction of a vertical first-order
grating towards a tilted contrast envelope could be
accounted for in terms of changes in the first-order
statistics produced by rotating the envelope, the at-
tempt of Dakin et al. (1999) to model the repulsion of
the contrast envelope away from a tilted first-order
carrier grating using a filter-rectify-filter model was
unsuccessful.
The data on first- and second-order orientation inter-
actions provided by Dakin et al. (1999) is in part
inconsistent with an earlier report by Badcock and
Hutchison (1998) who showed that a vertical first-order
test grating appeared repelled away from the orienta-
tion of a surrounding tilted second-order inducing grat-
ing, opposite in direction to the effect reported by
Dakin et al. One difficulty with the second-order stimuli
used by Dakin et al. and others (Lin & Wilson, 1996;
McOwan & Johnston, 1996) is that contrast modula-
tions of first-order carrier gratings are not pure second-
order stimuli. In order to address the encoding of first-
and second-order contours using pure first- and second-
order grating patterns, the experiments reported here
employ contrast modulated dynamic noise patterns
rather than contrast envelopes of first-order carrier
gratings.
Given that the filter-rectify-filter model developed by
Dakin et al. (1999) failed to adequately account for the
apparent repulsion of a second-order envelope away
from the orientation of a first-order carrier grating, a
two channel computational model of orientation coding
is proposed that provides a functional account of inter-
actions between first- and second-order contours in the
orientation domain.
1.1. Computational modelling
In the following model, orientation is presumed to be
encoded locally and retinotopically by patterns of neu-
ronal responses as in previous models (Tyler &
Nakayama, 1984; Gilbert & Wiesel, 1990; Vogels,
1990). Some of these neurons respond only to first-or-
der contours (FO), while others encode local orienta-
tion in a cue-invariant fashion (FOSO) as observed
neurophysiologically (Zhou & Baker, 1993; Mareschal
& Baker, 1998). While a first-order stimulus excites
neurons in both the linear (FO) and non-linear (FOSO)
pathways, the relative activity of the pathways is pre-
sumed to determine which governs perception for any
given stimulus, as evidenced from the apparent motion
of Gabor micropattern stimuli (Clifford, Freedman, &
Vaina, 1998; Clifford & Vaina, 1999). Here, as in those
studies, the activity of the linear (FO) pathway is
presumed to determine the perceived orientation of
first-order stimuli. The way in which stimulus orienta-
tion is mapped onto the responses of model neurons
can be influenced by two factors: (i) the responses of
orientation-tuned neurons sampling adjacent regions of
visual space, giving rise to interactions within the linear
and non-linear pathways; (ii) the responses of neurons
sampling across a wide area, producing cue-invariant
interactions. Through lateral interactions between ori-
entation-selective cells, the orientation of an inducing
stimulus can affect the stimulus-response mapping of
neurons sampling the region of the image containing
the test stimulus. The model assumes that the mapping
tends to optimise the use of a fixed neuronal response
range for the encoding of orientation in two ways,
which we term centring and scaling (Clifford, Wen-
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deroth & Spehar, 2000). Centring and scaling are mech-
anisms by which the response of a population of neu-
rons can be self-calibrating. Centring operates to set the
zero-point of a population response according to the
prevailing stimulus distribution, and is essentially
equivalent to an error-correcting distribution-shift (An-
drews, 1964; Mather, 1980). Scaling is one way in which
lateral interactions might serve to decorrelate responses
(Barlow & Fo¨ldia´k, 1989; Barlow, 1990, 1997), and is
equivalent to the transformation proposed by Atick, Li
and Redlich, (1993) to underlie the effect of cortical
adaptation on colour appearance. Both of these opera-
tions have a functional basis in maximising the infor-
mation content of the population response (Attneave,
1954), and are analogous to the centring and scaling
transformations applied to data prior to regression
analysis (Draper & Smith, 1998). In the language of
control theory, centring can be considered as a form of
additive (subtractive) gain control, while scaling is divi-
sive (multiplicative) in nature. Both forms of gain con-
trol have been posited to operate in the cortical coding
of other visual dimensions such as contrast (Snowden &
Hammett, 1992).
The effects of centring and scaling, individually and
in combination, are illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.
Centring alone produces only repulsive interactions be-
tween stimuli of different orientations. Scaling can pro-
duce repulsion or attraction, depending on the angular
difference between the oriented patterns in question. It
should be noted that the polar plots in Fig. 2A–D are
double-angle representations, such that 180° in the dia-
gram represents 90° in orientation and horizontal and
vertical are diametrically opposite (Gilbert & Wiesel,
1990; Vogels, 1990). While centring and scaling operate
upon an abstract representation of orientation, we have
described elsewhere a putative implementation at a
neuronal level in terms of changes in the gain and
orientation bandwidth of model V1 cells (Clifford,
Wenderoth & Spehar, 2000). Together, the effects of
centring and scaling generate an angular tuning func-
tion for the TI, and its temporal analogue the tilt
aftereffect (TAE), of the same form as that repeatedly
observed psychophysically (Gibson & Radner, 1937).
The model is also able to account for the effects of tilt
adaptation upon subsequent contrast detection and ori-
entation discrimination thresholds (Clifford, Ma Wyatt,
Arnold, Smith, & Wenderoth, 2001), and can be ex-
tended to aftereffects in the domains of colour and
motion (Clifford, Wenderoth, & Spehar, 2000). A ver-
sion of the model that makes no assumptions about the
locus of centring and scaling procedures was tested
against the angular tuning functions of the TI for all
combinations of first- and second-order test and induc-
ing stimuli in Experiment 1.
2. Psychophysics
2.1. General methods
2.1.1. Subjects
Subjects in Experiment 1 were 3 experienced psycho-
physical observers, two of whom were naı¨ve to the aims
of the experiment. Subjects for Experiment 2 and 3
were volunteers from introductory psychology and ad-
vanced undergraduate psychology courses. All had nor-
mal or corrected to normal vision and were naive as to
the aims of the experiments.
2.1.2. Apparatus
Stimuli in these experiments were presented on a
Silicon Graphics 19 in. colour display monitor with a
frame refresh rate of 75 Hz and display resolution of
12801024 pixels (8-bit contrast resolution) interfaced
to a Silicon Graphics O2 workstation. Each pixel mea-
sured 0.27 mm in height and width. Linearisation cali-
brations of the display monitor were made at weekly
intervals throughout the study using a Tektronix J17
photometer fitted with a 1° narrow angle luminance
head, and colour lookup tables were corrected when
necessary. Responses were recorded by using the outer
pair of buttons on a three-button mouse to indicate
whether a central circular 2° diameter test grating ap-
peared to be tilted to the left or right of perceived
vertical. Subjects were seated in a darkened laboratory
in which all external cues to vertical were removed by
attaching a black cardboard mask to the display moni-
tor. The mask presented an 8°-diameter circular view-
ing aperture. A black cloth was draped over the area
between the display and a padded chinrest in which the
subjects placed their heads. The chinrest was located
1.14 m from the display such that 2 cm on the screen
subtended 1° of visual angle. Each pixel therefore mea-
sured 48 s of arc in height and width.
2.1.3. Stimuli
The stimuli were either sinusoidal luminance or con-
trast modulations of 2-D dynamic binary noise. The
luminance (LM) and contrast modulated (CM) gratings
are described by Eq. (1),
I(x, y)I0[1Nn(x, y)Nn(x, y)M sin(x)
L sin(x)] (1)
where I0 is the average luminance of the grating, n(xy)
is the 2-D noise carrier, N is the contrast of the noise,
M controls the depth of contrast modulation and L the
depth of luminance modulation for the noise pattern.
For a pure CM grating, L is zero while for a LM
grating M is zero. The noise carrier was generated by
randomly assigning one of two states, light or dark, to
each element of the noise array, the size of each noise
element was a 55 pixel square (4.6 min arc square).
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CM gratings were generated by multiplying each noise
pattern by a raised sinusoid while LM gratings were
formed by adding the sinusoidal modulation to the
noise signal. The spatial frequency of the contrast- and
luminance-modulated dynamic noise gratings was 2 :°.
Modulation depth of the CM gratings (M) was set at
0.6 with contrast between noise elements varying be-
tween 0.2 and 0.8. For luminance modulated patterns,
the contrast of the noise elements was set at 0.2 while
the contrast of the modulating sinewave was set at 0.8.
Dynamic noise was generated by pre-calculating and
storing a sequence of luminance- or contrast-modulated
noise arrays with a new array presented on each frame.
Each animation sequence lasted for 500 ms.
As Schofield and Georgeson (1999) point out, despite
careful calibration of display monitors for gamma non-
linearities, there exist additional sources of luminance
artefact when constructing second-order stimuli using
modulated noise stimuli. Klein, Hu, and Carney (1996)
demonstrated that when there are large steps in lumi-
nance between adjacent pixels in the same video scan
line, the mean luminance of the display in that region
will be smaller than when the step in luminance be-
tween adjacent pixels is not so large. This effect, known
as the adjacent pixel non-linearity, can be avoided if the
element size of noise displays is relatively coarse. Pre-
liminary investigations in our laboratory revealed that
above a contrast of 0.2 and up to a contrast of 0.8, the
mean luminance varied little with contrast using a noise
element size of 55 pixels and so noise elements of this
size were used throughout this study.
During test conditions in which both inducing and
test stimuli were present, an annular inducing grating
surrounded and abutted the central circular 2° diameter
test grating. The thickness of this annulus was 2° while
the outside diameter was 6° of visual angle. When
measured on a low spatial frequency square wave CM
grating with the Tektronix J17 1° digital luminance
probe the space averaged luminance of the CM grating
was 25 cd:m2. For the LM grating, a modulation depth
of 0.8 resulted in an average peak luminance of 45
cd:m2 and an average minimum luminance of 5 cd:m2.
A 34 cd:m2 blank field surrounded the inducing field.
Throughout the experiments reported here, both the
test and inducing gratings could be CM or LM, or a
CM-LM or LM-CM pair. The inducing grating could
be set to any orientation with those orientations CW
from vertical signed positive and CCW orientations
signed negative. An inducing orientation of 990°
would be a horizontal grating.
Following the 500 ms presentation duration of each
experimental trial, a 34 cd:m2 blank field remained
present until approximately 3 s after the subject had
made a response after which it was replaced by the next
experimental trial. A short tone was emitted from the
computer immediately prior to stimulus onset to warn
subjects of the impending stimulus presentation.
2.1.4. Procedure
In each experiment subjects were tested in a standard
repeated measures experimental design. Prior to trials
where both test and inducing fields were presented
simultaneously (called the test condition), subjects were
run under a pretest condition where the test field alone
was presented and orientation judgements of this field
were made. The pretest condition always directly pre-
ceded the test condition, to control for any drift in
subjective vertical over the experiment. The order of
presentation of the levels of the independent variable of
each experiment was randomised for each subject. A
short, approximately 2 min, rest was given between
conditions while results were saved and the parameters
for the next condition were set up. Each session lasted
approximately 1 h.
For both pretest and test trials, dual randomly inter-
leaved staircases for test field orientation were ran-
domly started from any position 910° from
gravitational vertical. Step size was initially 2° and
reduced to 1° after the second reversal. Subjects were
required to press the left button of a three-button
mouse if they perceived the central test grating to be
tilted to the left, the right button if the grating was
perceived tilting to the right. Staircases were run for
eight reversals of decision with the point of subjective
vertical (PSV) estimated by averaging the peaks and
valleys of the last six. All PSVs to the left of vertical
were signed negative and those to the right were signed
positive. Magnitude and direction of the orientation
illusion was calculated as test PSV minus pretest PSV,
such that apparent rotations of the vertical test away
from CW inducing orientations were positive. Subjects
were instructed to be as accurate as possible in their
judgements and to maintain fixation on a small dark
spot in the centre of the display during each trial. They
were additionally instructed to respond as quickly as
possible after the offset of the stimuli.
3. Experiment 1
A number of investigations have revealed significant
tilt after effects (TAEs) and tilt illusions (TIs) can be
obtained when the test and adapting stimuli are defined
by different attributes (Tyler, 1975; Paradiso, Shimojo,
& Nakayama, 1989; Cavanagh, 1989; Berkley, De-
bruyn, & Orban, 1994). The apparent repulsion of a
vertical test grating away from the orientation of a
tilted adapting grating has been plausibly explained by
a shift in the peak of excitation of neurons optimally
tuned to vertical away from the orientation of the
inducing stimulus due to lateral inhibitory interactions
amongst those orientation tuned neurons (Blakemore,
Carpenter, & Georgeson, 1970; Coltheart, 1971; Tol-
hurst & Thompson, 1975; Wenderoth, van der Zwan, &
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Johnstone, 1989; Carandini & Ringach, 1997). As noted
by Ringach (1997), the TAE and TI may in many ways
reflect a ‘side-effect’ of the basic mechanism (lateral
inhibition) that generates sharp orientation tuning in
the visual cortex.
Gibson and Radner (1937) found that the apparent
repulsion of a vertical test grating from a tilted adapt-
ing grating only occurred for angular separations be-
tween 0 and about 50°. For much larger angular
separations, the test grating appeared to rotate towards
the adapting stimulus (attraction effect). Recently van
der Zwan and Wenderoth (1994, 1995) using one class
of second-order stimuli, subjective contours, have
demonstrated both orientation repulsion and attraction
effects similar to those obtained using first-order grat-
ings. While Badcock and Hutchison (1998) used lumi-
nance and contrast modulated noise patterns to show
robust orientation repulsion tilt illusions for all combi-
nations of first- and second-order test and inducing
gratings, they only employed inducing orientations 9
45° from vertical so were unable to determine whether
orientation attraction effects also exist when first- and
second-order contours interact.
Experiment 1 was designed to provide a complete set
of angular tuning curves for all combinations of the
interaction between pure first- and second-order con-
tours in the orientation domain. To avoid the possibil-
ity of first-order artefacts in the second-order stimuli,
dynamic contrast modulated noise patterns were em-
ployed to generate the second-order test and inducing
gratings. Corresponding first-order gratings were
formed by luminance modulations of dynamic noise.
3.1. Methods
Three subjects were tested in a standard repeated
measures experimental design in Experiment 1. Test
and inducing gratings were either both CM, both LM
or a CM(test)-LM(inducer) or LM(test)-CM(inducer)
pair. Here and in the following the stimuli will be
referred to as a test-inducing pair such that CM-LM
refers to a CM test grating surrounded by a LM
inducing grating. Seven inducing orientations, 0, 15, 30,
45, 60, 75 and 90° CW from vertical were used. Each
subject completed two full angular functions for each
test and inducing grating pair. Trials were blocked by
test-inducing grating type so that all pretest and test
trials for both inducing orientations were run before the
next test-inducing pair was tested. The order of presen-
tation of the test-inducing pair was randomised for
each subject. A short, approximately 2 min, rest was
given between conditions while results were saved and
the parameters for the next condition were set up. The
entire session lasted approximately 2 h.
3.2. Results
The mean illusions and standard errors obtained in
Experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows the
data for the tilt illusion obtained when both test and
inducing gratings were first-order, Fig. 3b shows the
data for second-order test and inducing patterns, Fig.
3c shows the tilt illusion on a first-order test grating
induced by a second-order grating while Fig. 3d shows
the tilt illusion induced on a second-order test grating
by a first-order grating. Closed circles show the means
computed for the three subjects for every inducing
orientation for all tests and inducing stimuli pairs. The
solid line shows the best fit of the model to each data
set. Centring and scaling parameters for each model fit
are provided in the inset of each plot. Chi-square values
(Bevington & Robinson, 1991) for the two parameter
model (df5) Fig. 3a, b, c and d were 0.73, 0.80, 0.46
and 0.47 respectively.
3.3. Discussion
Results from Experiment 1 show that robust orienta-
tion repulsion and attraction effects can be obtained
with second-order CM gratings and that these effects
are similar to those obtained using first-order (LM)
gratings. When the inducing and test gratings of a TI
are defined by different attributes (Fig. 3c,d) it was
found that the orientation of the contours appear to
interact in a manner similar to when both inducing and
test are defined by the same stimulus attributes. These
data strongly suggest that the mechanisms that encode
the orientation of first- and second-order contours may
not be independent. Though the size of the maximum
cross-attribute orientation repulsion effect (0.76° for
LM-CM condition; 0.95° for CM-LM condition) ap-
pears to be smaller than that obtained when the test
and inducing gratings were both either CM or LM
(1.66° and 1.19°, respectively), whether this is informa-
tive in any way has yet to be determined.
When a second-order test grating was surrounded by
a first-order inducing grating (CM-LM, Fig. 3d), the
peak in observed orientation repulsion occurs when the
test and inducing orientations are separated by 30°.
This peak in repulsion is concordant with the maximum
orientation repulsion of a contrast modulated envelope
by the orientation of a first-order carrier grating re-
ported by Morgan and Baldassi (1997), Dakin,
Williams and Hess (1999) and Morgan, Mason and
Baldassi (2000). While Dakin et al. (1999) investigated
the same range of inducing orientations as presented
here, our results differ from theirs in two respects.
Firstly, when the second-order test grating was sepa-
rated from a first-order inducing grating by more than
about 45° a perceptual attraction between test and
inducing gratings is shown while Dakin et al. did not.
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Fig. 3. Tilt illusion on a vertical test grating as a function of the inducing grating orientation, Experiment 1. Repulsions of test orientation away
from the inducing grating oriented are represented positive values, apparent attraction of the test towards the inducing are represented by negative
values. Error bars are 91 S.E. for individual means. 3(a) Results for a first-order inducing grating surrounding a first-order test grating
(LM-LM); (b) second-order test surrounded by a second-order grating (CM-CM); (c) first-order test surrounded by a second-order grating
(LM-CM) and (d) second-order test surrounded by a first-order grating (CM-LM). Model fits shown as dark solid lines and model parameters
are inserted in each plot.
Secondly, the data show that when a first-order test
grating is surrounded by a second-order inducing grat-
ing, the angular function of orientation repulsion and
attraction obtained is similar to that for all other
combinations of first- and second-order test and induc-
ing stimuli. Dakin et al., however, report only the
attraction of a vertical first-order carrier grating to-
wards the orientation of a contrast modulated envelope
for all envelope orientations. Morgan, Mason, and
Baldassi (2000) have also presented some preliminary
data suggesting that for angular separations up to 10°,
a vertical first-order carrier grating appears attracted
towards a tilted second-order envelope. The dis-
crepancy between our data resulting from the use of
pure first-and second-order stimuli and those studies
employing contrast modulated first-order carrier grat-
ings requires further investigation.
In all cases the computational model we have deve-
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loped provides an account of the pure first- and second-
order interactions in the orientation domain with very
little difference in the centring and scaling parameters
employed (as discussed in Appendix A). As can be seen
from Fig. 2E,F, centring and scaling both produce
repulsion when the angle between inducer and test is
15°, consistent with the direction of the measured ef-
fect. However, with 75° between inducer and test, scal-
ing produces an attraction consistent while centring
produces repulsion. A combination of centring and
scaling is required to explain the existence of a repul-
sion effect at 15° and a smaller attraction effect at 75°.
Wenderoth and colleagues have previously shown that
different factors affect the magnitude of the repulsion
and attraction tilt illusions (Wenderoth & Johnstone,
1988). On this basis, it has been suggested that the two
effects might have different neural substrates, with the
repulsion effect mediated predominantly by interactions
within primary visual cortex and the attraction effect
occurring at a subsequent, extrastriate, processing
stage. The functional decomposition of the tilt illusion
into centring and scaling components is not equivalent
to the phenomenological repulsion:attraction distinc-
tion, but rather resembles the two-process model pro-
posed by Morant and Harris (1965).1 The question
remains however, where in the visual pathway do these
operations occur?
4. Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 two variations of the model are
explored that incorporate centring and scaling in the
responses of populations of orientation tuned neurons.
Both models include lateral interactions both within the
parallel FO and FOSO pathways and at the subsequent
integration stage (Fig. 4). Model A incorporates cen-
tring within the parallel pathways and scaling at the
integration stage while Model B includes both centring
and scaling within the parallel pathways, with further
scaling at the integration stage. Each model includes
only two free parameters. Model A is consistent with
the notion that the substrates of centring and scaling
are anatomically distinct, with centring occurring prior
to scaling in the processing hierarchy. In Model B this
constraint is relaxed somewhat, with scaling occurring
to an equal extent at all sites but centring only operat-
ing prior to integration of FO and FOSO pathways.
Both versions of the model are tested using data ob-
tained from a larger pool of naı¨ve subjects than the
three experienced observers used in Experiment 1.
4.1. Methods
A group of 20 inexperienced subjects were used in
Experiment 2. The stimuli, apparatus and experimental
procedure for Experiment 2 were the same as those
used in Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, however, all
subjects received only two inducing orientations, 15°
and 75°, conditions that typically maximise the orienta-
tion repulsion and attraction effects respectively. The
order of presentation of the different combinations of
inducing and test grating type was randomised for each
subject and pretest staircases again always preceded test
staircases.
4.2. Results
The mean illusions and standard errors for the four
test-induce conditions of Experiment 2 are shown in
Fig. 5. Filled bars represent orientation repulsion ef-
fects while open bars represent orientation attraction
effects. The left panel of Fig. 5 shows orientation
repulsion and attraction effects induced on a vertical
LM grating by a first-order (LM-LM) or second-order
grating (LM-CM). Corresponding effects on a vertical
CM grating are shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. The
data clearly show that when a first-order (LM) vertical
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the architecture of Models A and
B. Both models consist of linear and non-linear processing pathways
and a subsequent integration stage. The input-output mapping of
each layer of model units, both within the two pathways and at the
integration stage, can be affected by lateral interactions between units
sampling different regions of the image. (A) In model A, the map-
pings within each pathway can be centred (C) but not scaled (S),
while the mapping at the integration stage can be scaled but not
centred. (B) In Model B, all three mappings can be scaled to the same
degree, and those within the two pathways can also be centred. The
predictions of the two models are described in the text.
1 Although Wenderoth and Johnstone (1987) do note that the
model proposed by Morant and Harris (1965) can be considered as
the combination of lateral inhibitory mechanisms in striate cortex and
constancy scaling mechanisms in extrastriate cortex.
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Fig. 5. Tilt illusion on a vertical test grating as a function of the
stimulus attributes defining the test and inducing grating, Experiment
2. The left panel shows the orientation repulsion (filled bars) and
attraction (open bars) induced on a LM test grating by either a
first-order (LM-LM) or second-order (LM-CM) grating. The right
panel of the figure shows the orientation effects induced on a second-
order test grating. Error bars are 91 S.E. for individual means.
cal first-order test grating when acted upon by a sec-
ond-order grating. However, this effect does depend on
the stimulus attributes defining the inducing contour.
Smaller repulsions are obtained when the inducing grat-
ing is a second-order stimulus defined by contrast mod-
ulation of dynamic noise rather than a first-order LM
grating. For a second-order test grating, there does not
appear to be an effect of the stimulus characteristics
defining the inducing grating on the magnitude of the
orientation repulsion effect obtained. This asymmetry
in the data is similar to results reported by Paradiso,
Shimojo, and Nakayama (1989) who investigated the
tilt aftereffect using subjective contours. These authors
reported that when a vertical first-order bar was pre-
sented after adaptation to a tilted subjective contour
the magnitude of the apparent repulsion of the vertical
test line was significantly smaller than when a first-or-
der bar was added to the adapting stimulus. Further-
more, when they used a vertical subjective contour test,
large orientation repulsion effects were obtained when
the adapting stimulus was either a subjective contour or
a first-order bar.
The results of model simulations using the stimuli
from Experiments 2 are shown in Fig. 6. Parameters for
both models were chosen so as to give the best fit to the
psychophysical data. The two models correctly predict
various features of the experimental data:
1. The existence of repulsion and attraction effects for
all conditions.
2. Effects of approximately equal magnitudes for LM-
LM, CM-LM and CM-CM conditions.
3. Approximately equal magnitudes of repulsion and
attraction effects for the LM-CM condition.
However, Model B is better able than Model A to
provide a quantitative fit to the experimental data. For
Model A, it was not possible to find a combination of
parameters for which the magnitudes of the repulsion
and attraction effects in the LM-CM condition were
not too large relative to those in the other conditions.
Model B, on the other hand, can correctly predict that
the attraction effect has approximately equal magnitude
across all conditions. With the same parameters, Model
B also correctly predicts a reduction of about two
thirds in the magnitude of the orientation repulsion in
the LM-CM condition relative to the LM-LM, CM-
CM and CM-LM conditions.
While the data from Experiment 2 are consistent with
interaction between first- and second-order contours in
the orientation domain, an alternate possibility exists.
Both Henning, Hertz, and Broadbent (1975) and Nach-
mias and Rogowitz (1983) have demonstrated strong
masking effects between contrast modulated (second-
order) sinusoidal gratings and sinusoids of the same
spatial frequency as the contrast modulation. The anal-
ysis of these results by both Henning et al. (1975) and
Nachmias and Rogowitz (1983) considered nonlinear
test grating was immediately surrounded by a second-
order (CM) inducing grating oriented at 15°, the appar-
ent repulsion of the test away from the inducing
orientation was significantly reduced. Using error terms
from a multivariate analysis of the repeated measures
data (Hand and Taylor, 1987) and planned contrasts
with a Bonferroni decision rule,2 analysis of the orienta-
tion repulsion effects in Experiment 2 revealed that the
apparent repulsion of the LM test grating away from a
CM inducing grating was significantly smaller than
when the LM test was surrounded by a LM inducer
(F1,768.25; PB0.006; MSE7.43). There was no
difference between the orientation repulsion effects in-
duced on the CM test grating when surrounded either
by a CM (1.71°90.37°) or a LM (1.51°90.31°) grat-
ing. Consistent with the results obtained in Experiment
1, the robust apparent attraction of a test grating
towards a 75° inducing grating was independent of the
stimulus attributes defining the test and inducing
gratings.
4.3. Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 demonstrate that robust
orientation repulsion effects can be induced on a verti-
2 Multivariate analysis of repeated measures data is preferred to
avoid assumptions regarding the nature of the correlations among the
means. When a multivariate approach to repeated measured data is
adopted, each repeated measure’s contrast has its own error term.
The Bonferroni decision rule controls for inflation of the experiment-
wise Type I error rate for planned analyses.
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‘distortion products’ of the visual systems as a possible
cause of the interaction between luminance gratings
and contrast modulations. It is therefore possible that
the apparent interaction between the first- and second-
order gratings may instead reflect the action of a first-
order artefact in the second-order stimulus introduced
by distortion products.
As Cropper (1999) notes, one problem faced by
proponents of the distortion product account of the
detection of contrast modulation signals is that the
signal strength of distortion products is often too low
to be effective. Using a nulling technique to measure
the effective contrast of the distortion product in a
contrast modulated pattern, Scott-Samuel and
Georgeson (1999) have shown that even when the peak
contrast of an amplitude modulated grating was high
(76.4%), the effective contrast of the distortion product
was no greater than 2%. Smith and Wenderoth (1999)
Fig. 6. Comparison of psychophysical data (top row) obtained in Experiment 2 where all combinations of first-order (LM) and second-order (CM)
test and inducing gratings were investigated. Results of simulations of that data obtained using Model A (Top row) or Model B (bottom row).
Orientation repulsion effects shown as filled bars, orientation attraction effects shown as open bars.
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Fig. 7. 1-D tilt illusion induced on a vertical first-order (LM) test
grating by a second-order (CM) inducing grating as a function of test
grating contrast, Experiment 3. Repulsions of the test grating away
from the orientation of the inducing grating at 15° are shown as
closed symbols. Attraction effects shown as open symbols. Error bars
are 91 S.E. for individual means.
magnitude of the repulsion effect at the lowest test
contrast. It is therefore unlikely that the interaction
between first- and second-order contours demonstrated
in Experiment 2 result from a stimulus artefact.
6. Conclusions
Data has been presented suggesting that the orienta-
tion processing mechanisms that encode contours
defined by first- and second-order stimuli are similar.
The orientation repulsion of a vertical second-order
grating from another, acutely oriented second-order
inducing grating is quantitatively equivalent to the re-
pulsion effect obtained using first-order gratings. In
addition, large angular separation between the test and
inducing stimuli result in an apparent attraction of the
test towards the inducing grating for both first- and
second-order stimuli. The strong similarity between the
mechanisms responsible for encoding first- and second-
order contours is further revealed by the fact that
significant repulsion and attraction effects can also
occur when a second-order test grating is acted upon by
a first-order inducer.
The existence of robust orientation repulsion and
attraction illusions in the CM-LM and LM-CM condi-
tions suggests the existence of an orientation processing
mechanism that is cue-invariant. This cue-invariant
(FOSO) mechanism is likely to be instantiated in a
non-linear channel similar to that discussed in previous
models of first-and second-order visual processing. In
addition, the data are also consistent with a model of
orientation processing which incorporates an indepen-
dent parallel channel that responds only to first-order
contours (FO). It is plausible that the smaller repulsion
effect obtained when a first-order test grating is acted
upon by a second-order inducer is a consequence of
orientation information provided by the FO channel
reducing the effect of erroneous information provided
by the cue-invariant FOSO channel.
The psychophysical data presented has been mod-
elled by a modification of the two-channel models of
first-and second-order processing proposed by Chubb
and Sperling (1988),Wilson, Ferrera and Yo (1992) and
others. The model, which assumes the existence of
parallel channels that respond either to first-order stim-
uli (FO) only, or both first- and second-order stimuli
(FOSO), incorporates centring and scaling in the re-
sponses of populations of orientation-tuned neurons.
Of the two, only the scaling operation is able to ac-
count for orientation attraction effects. For all combi-
nations of first- or second-order test and inducing
stimuli, the model was able to successfully account for
the orientation repulsion and attraction effects ob-
tained. What remains as yet unclear is whether orienta-
tion attraction effects result from a scaling operation
showed that when a low-contrast inducing grating sur-
rounded a low contrast test grating of the same spatial
frequency then a large repulsion effect was obtained. If
the cue-invariant orientation repulsion effects observed
in Experiment 2 were the result of an interaction be-
tween the first-order contour and a low contrast first-
order (distortion product) artefact, then it might be
expected that as the contrast of the first-order stimulus
decreases, the magnitude of the orientation repulsion
effect should increase. Experiment 3 was designed to
investigate this possibility.
5. Experiment 3
5.1. Methods
A new group of ten inexperienced subjects were used
in Experiment 3. The stimuli, apparatus and experimen-
tal procedure for Experiment 3 were the same as those
used in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 3, how-
ever, the test grating was first-order while the inducing
grating was second-order. Test field contrasts of 0.2, 0.4
or 0.8 were employed while the inducing grating orien-
tation was either 15 or 75°. The spatial frequency for
both test and inducing gratings was 2 :°. Each subject
completed all conditions (3 test contrast2 inducing
orientations) in random order.
5.2. Results and discussion
The mean TIs and standard errors are shown in Fig.
7. The results of Experiment 3 clearly show that when
the contrast of the first-order test grating was systemat-
ically varied, there was no significant increase in the
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after FO and FOSO channel information is combined
(Model A), or a scaling and centring within each of the
channels (Model B) prior to a subsequent scaling oper-
ation at the combination stage. While the data presented
here is better accounted for by Model B, the model is
currently constrained by the available data on first- and
second-order processing and must be extended to ac-
count for other temporal and spatial manipulations
known to affect interactions in the orientation domain.
Continued investigation in the laboratory aims to further
develop a more comprehensive model of first-and sec-
ond-order orientation processing.
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Appendix A
The response of a population of orientation-tuned
units is represented by a vector in a two-dimensional
space. The direction of this population vector represents
the perceived tilt, and its magnitude codes perceived
contrast. Horizontal and vertical are opposites. Thus,
180° in model space corresponds to 90° in tilt. Without
loss of generality, it will be assumed that the response
vector to the inducing stimulus is (r, 0) in the popula-
tion(s) of neurons sampling that region of the image. Let
one further assume that the effect of the inducer is to shift
(centre) the stimulus-response mapping of the test stim-
ulus directly away from the inducer by an amount cr, and
to scale the (inducing) x-dimension by a factor s. The
geometry illustrated in Fig. 2D allows one to relate the
perceived orientation of the test stimulus with (uI) and
without (u0) according to the following equation:
sin(uI)
sin(u0)

(s cos(u0)c)2sin2(u0)
.
In Model A, centring within in each pathway is
followed by scaling at the integration stage. Let the
degree of scaling at the integration stage be denoted by
a, and the degree of centring within each channel by b.
Centring can be represented in vector form as follows:
x´
y´


x0
y0


b
0


x0b
y0

.
Subsequent scaling gives:
x´
y´


a 0
0 1
x´
y´


ax0ab
y0

.
Thus under Model A, when test and inducer are
processed by the same pathways as in the LM-LM,
CM-LM and CM-CM conditions, the resultant scaling
sa and the centring shift cab:r. When there is
effectively no interaction between inducer and test prior
to the integration stage, as in the LM-CM condition or
when a gap is introduced in the CM-LM condition, then
there is no centring (i.e. c0) only scaling (sa). In the
model simulations presented in Fig. 6, a0.94 and
b0.04r.
In Model B, scaling and centring occur within each
pathway:
x´
y´


a 0
0 1
x0
y0


b
0


ax0b
y0

.
There then follows further scaling at the integration
stage. The degree of scaling is constrained to be the same
at both stages in model. The resultant transformation is
thus:
x´
y´


a 0
0 1
x´
y´


a2x0ab
y0

.
So under Model B, when test and inducer are pro-
cessed by the same pathways as in the LM-LM, CM-LM
and CM-CM conditions, the resultant scaling sa2 and
the centring shift cab:r. When there is effectively no
interaction between inducer and test prior to the integra-
tion stage, as in the LM-CM or CM-LM Gap conditions,
then there is no centring (i.e. c0) and the amount of
scaling is reduced (sa). In the model simulations
presented in Fig. 6, a0.95 and b0.04r.
The present data are not sufficient to characterise the
integration stage in any detail. In the CM-CM condition,
both pathways are adapted, while in the LM-LM and
LM-CM conditions the test stimulus only activates the
FOSO pathway. It is only in the CM-LM condition that
the two pathways are both active in the test phase after
having been differently affected by adaptation. The
relative activity of the pathways is presumed to determine
which governs perception for any given stimulus, as
evidenced from the apparent motion of Gabor micropat-
tern stimuli (Clifford, Freedman, & Vaina, 1998; Clifford
& Vaina, 1999). Here, as in that study, the activity of the
linear (FO) pathway is presumed to determine the
perceived orientation of first-order stimuli.
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